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AlistruU I his paper picscnls a deiail invcsligaiion ol lluclualion paiicrn ol Ihe largel fragmcnls cmiUed in ihe inieraclions in 
a wide r:mgL ol projcciile energies Irom 4 5 AGeV lo 2(K) AGeV More precisely, flucluaiion ol largel residue is studied in ihe view of 
iwo-dimensional taciorial niomeni mclhodology using llic concept of Hursi cxponcnl (H ) lo lake care of anisotropy ol phase space 
I Ins study shows ihiii for low projeuilc energy, the flucluaiion paiicrn is sell-siniilar in most of Ihe bins (scalr) while sclf-uffinc in only 
oiiL bin region {scale); while lor ihc high piO|cciilc energy, ihc fluauunon puliern is scll-affine in all the considered bin regions Thus 
\Mlli iiKrcasc 111 ilic piojeuilc energy. Ihc lluclualion paiicrn tends lo become self-affmc The dependence is observed noi only in ihc 
dLgiec ol anisoiropy bui also on the sirengtli ol lluclualion 'Ihc vaiucs ol or,, are widely dilTcreni in ihc diffcrcni bins at 200 AGeV 
llovscMi ai 4 1 AGeV, ilic change ol a,, fiom one bin lo ihc other is not as signincani us in the former case Thus, the flucluaiion of 
larcd residue is scale-dcpcndcnl and ihe sculc-depcndciicc is more pionounccd at ihe ullru-relaiivislic energy
Keywuids : Nuclear collisions, tnigcl fragments, lluclualion, self-ufliniiy, scll-similarily
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1 Introduction
Huilas and Peschansky [I] made a breakthrough m the 
lielil of High encigy Physics iii J986 by introducing the 
uinccpi of intermitlency to study large non-statistical 
nuciiialions ot pions produced in high energy cosmic ray 
mi Cl actions They introduced a method for fhc analysis of 
huge nucluation which is based on the computation of 
icdicd factorial moment (SFM) in the limit of small phase 
space intervals This method proved lo be magical in 
filtering out the statistical noise which was the mam 
irohlcm with the ordinary moment method. Application of 
method to JACEE events not only confirmed the 
Eradication of statistical fluctuation but also supplied 
^vidence for a power law dependence of fluctuation on 
lase space bin size, which was termed intermittency m 
idlogy with the phenomenon in the hydrodynamics of 
ihulenl fluid flow [2] It js believed that in the pionisation 
loccss at iiltia-rclaiivistic nucleus-nucleus collisions, the 
resence of intermittent type of fluctuation is due to QGP 
hase transition But evidences of mtermittent type of
fluctuations are obtained in low energy nucleus-nucleus 
collisions also [3], where the existence of QGP phase 
transition is not expected. Even in the target fragmentation 
process, the presence of mtermittent type of fluctuation 
has been reported 14,5] So the QGP phase transition 
cannot be the only reason for the intermittent type of 
fluctuation. The presence of random cascade mechanism 
or conventional short-range correlation may also be 
responsible for intermittency. Several authors have sought 
to interpret the intermittent type of fluctuations from 
known or conjectured properties of particle correlations 
[6-9]. Most of the data analyses have been carried out 
for the produced pions but the analysis of the data of 
target fragments will also provide useful information about 
the production process.
Analysis of target associated particles, grey and black 
tracks in emulsion in heavy-ion interaction is scanty. The 
black tracks are of interest to us in the present analysis. 
They are identified as target evaporation particles in a 
model referred lo as the 'evaporation model' [10], In the
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evaporation model, the particles corresponding to 'shower 
and 'grey' tracks are emitted from the nucleus very soon 
after the instant ol impact, leaving the hot residual nucleus 
in an excited state Kmission of particles from this state 
takes place relatively slowly In order to escape from this 
residual nucleus, a particle must await a favourable 
slalislical nuctuation, as a result of random collisions 
between the nucleons within the nucleus, which takes the 
particle close to the nuclear boundary, traveling in an 
outward direction and with a kinetic energy greater than 
the binding energy o( the nucleus, Alter evaporation of 
this particle, a second particle is brought to a favourable 
condition lor evaporation and so on, until the excitation 
energy of the residual nucleus is so small that the 
transition to the ground stale is likely to be affected by 
the emission o( y rays In the rest system of the nucleus 
m this model, the directions of emission of the evaporation 
particles are distributed isotropically. In different 
cxperimeiils, however, the isotropicity has been found to 
be disturbed, which may be due to loss of kinetic energy 
of 'he residual nucleus through ionization, following the 
impulse of the collision, before the evaporation process is 
completed flO|
The cvapoiation model is based on the assumption 
that the statistical equilibrium has been established in the 
decaying system and that the hfelime of the system is 
much longei than the lime taken to distribute the energy 
among the nucleons in the nucleus However, the concept 
of the evaporation model has not been universally 
accepted Barkas [11] suggested that the mechanisms 
other than evaporation process must also be considered 
to explain the emission of all heavy fragments Different 
experimental data also indicate the existence of the non- 
equilibrium natuie of the processes to be rc.sponsible for 
the emission of slow, target associated particles
In earlier times, most of the studies on fluctuation 
pattern of pions and target fragments were performed in 
one-dimensional space, whereas real process occurs in 
three dimensions So this one-dimensional analysis is 
unable to extract any conclusion on the complete dynamical 
fluctuation pattern Ochs [12] remarked that in a lower 
dimensional projection, the fluctuation is reduced by the 
averaging process. The projection effect may completely 
wash out the sell-similar nature of fluctuations In two- 
dimensional analysis, generally the phase spaces are 
equally divided in both directions assuming the isotropic 
nature of phase space. However, Van Hove [13] indicated 
that the phase space in multiparticle production process 
IS anisotropic The longitudinal momenta arc usually large
while the transverse ones are limited to small values This 1 
view IS extended to the fragmentation process. It 
expected that the fluctuations should also be anisotropic t 
and the scaling behaviour is different in different directions' 
giving rise to self-affine scaling. It is therefore essential' 
to see the fluctuation pattern of target fragments ■ 
considering anisotropy of phase space.
Earlier, we have studied fI4] the fluctuation pattern of! 
target fragments of ‘^‘Mg-AgBr interaction at 4 5 AGeV m J 
complete (rj -  0) phase space and the study revealed that s 
fluctuation pattern is self-affme with Hurst exponent H = ' 
0 7. Foi ^^S-AgBr interaction, the study icvealed that ik* ' 
fluctuation pattern is self-affme with / /  = 0 3 in complete 
(7 -  0) phase space [15] In this work, we have studied ■ 
the 'scale dependence' of fluctuation pattern of target j 
fragments emitted in '^’Mg-AgBr interactions al 4 5 AGeV , 
and ^^S-AgBr interactions at 200 AGeV. We have alsoj 
tried to observe that whether this scale dependence ol 
fluctuation pattern is a general behaviour and whether ori 
not It depends on the projectile energy. \
2. Experimental details }
We have pierformed our analysis on the interactions initiated ' 
by "'*Mg-AgBr al 4 5 AGeV and ^^S-AgBr inlcraclions al ‘ 
2(X) AGeV The data set used in this analysis was obtained ; 
by exposing NIKFI BR2 nuclear emulsion plates to Ml-; 
beam al 4 5 AGeV al JINR, Dubna and G5 nuclear emulsion ^  
plates to beam at 200 AGeV from CERN, SPS 
The particles emitted after interaction are classified as
(i) Black particles which are constituted of targe 
fragments They have range <3 mm and velocity 
<0.3 c.
(ii) Grey particles which are constituted of recoil proton 
with energy upto 400 MeV. They have range >3 mn 
and velocity between 0.3 c and 0.7 c.
(ill) Shower particles which are mainly constituted o; 
produced pions They have velocity > 0 7  c. 
Along with these tracks, there are few projectile fragments 
They generally lie within 3“ with respect to main beair 
direction Great care is taken to identify the projectiln 
fragments
A total of 800 events for '^‘Mg beam (with an average 
multiplicity 10.09) and 140 events for beam (with a' 
average multiplicity 9.68) with /if, > 8 were selected foi 
the present analysis as genuine ^^Mg-AgBr and ^^ S-Agi 
interactions ('i/, = «* + «^) . The details of the data, 
scanning and measurement procedure is given in 
earlier papers [15,16]. It is worthwhile to mention that t
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emulsion technique possesses very high spatial resolution 
which makes it a very effective detector though with 
Imiiied statistics
3. Method of study
For two dimensional analysis of fluctuation pattern of 
target fragments, we first consider the two dimensional 
factorial moment defined by the relation (1). In two- 
dimensional phase space, if the two phase space variables 
arc -V| and 1:5, factorial moment of order q, F,, is given by 
ihc relation
I - 1) . .(/»,„-r/ + l)
i n j '
I N
---.I
- 0 ............+ 0
Af determined by cq (5), can be any positive real number 
and so can vary continuously
Our work has been performed in two-dimensional cos(^^ 
-  0 space (wrt  the beam direction), where the values ot 
cos(^ is from - 1  to +1 and the azimuthal region is 0 to 
2fr. As shape of this distribution influences the scaling 
behavior of the factorial moments, we have used the 
‘cumulative' variable [18] and instead of cos^ 
and The corresponding region of investigation for both 
the variables then become (0,1) The cumulative variable 
X(a) is given by the relation as below
(1)
X
X(,v)=| \ ! J p{x)B.\ , (7)
where (r^ .r,,(yA'2) is the size of a two dimensional cell, /i„, 
the multiplicity in the m-th cell M ' is the number of 
two-dimensional cells into which the considered phase- 
space has been divided
A, = (2)
= Atj/Mj, (3)
M, and M, aie the scale factors m direction A| and x .^ 
M, ^ Mj and M' =
Af| and satisfy the equation
Af, = (4)
wheie the paiamctcr / /  (0 < //  ^  1) is called Hurst 
exponent [17] It is the parameter which characterizes the 
clf-afflnc property of dynamica] fluctuations. It is clear 
from cq (4) that the scale factors Af, and M2 cannot 
simultaneously be integer, so that the size of elementary 
phase space cell should be able to take continuously
[varying values
For performing the analysis with non-inlegral value of 
^cale factor (Af), we adopt the following method For
implicity consider one-dimensional space (y) and let
Af = yv + fl, (5)
kvhcrc N IS an integer and 0 < fl <1. When we use the 
lementary bin of width <5v = AylM as 'scale' to 'measure' 
1C region Ay, we get N of them and a smaller bin of 
vidth aAylM left. Putting the smaller bin at the last (or 
first) place of the region and doing the average with only 
he first (or last) N bins, we have
(6)
where .r, and X2 arc two extreme points in the distribution 
p(x), between which X varies from 0 to I However to 
avoid confusion, we have called the vaiiables X ,^^„ and 
X^as cos(60 and iff and later in this paper, wherever we 
mention cos(^ and 0 ,we actually mean X^^ y^ and X^
We have calculated the factoiial moments for the ry-th 
order with the varying values of Hurst components. The 
scale factors m longitudinal and transverse directions arc 
chosen us
Mp= 2, 3, ...... 30 for ‘‘Mg-AgBr interactions,
Mp= 6, 1, . .. 26 lor ’^S-AgBr interactions and M„ = M "  
We have not considered the first data point corresponding 
to M^= I to reduce the effect of momentum conservation 
[18] which tends to spread the particle in opposite 
directions and thus reduce the value of factorial moments 
This effect becomes weaker with higher values
The intermittent behavior of multiplicity distribution 
manifests itself as the power law-dependence of factorial 
moment on the cell size as the cell size —> 0 
<F>^(Sicos0)S<p)‘^.
The exponent a,^  is the slope characterizing linear rise of 
ln<F,^> with -ln(£y(cos0)(J^).
The strength of the intcrmittency is characterized by 
the exponent can be obtained from the linear fit of the 
form
ln<F,^> = -a l^n(t!>'(cos(0)fJ^3) + A (8)
where A is a constant.
We have plotted ln<F^> v^ . -ln(J(cos(^<y^) for 
different values of H. We have calculated the values of 
y^ld.of We have optimized the value of H by finding out 
the minimum of y^ld of.
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4. Results and discussion
We have plotted the natural loganthm of {Sco^ 6S<l>) along 
X-axis and natural logarithm of average value of factorial 
moments of order q (ry = 2-5) along K-axis for different
H where sclf-affimty or sclf-similarity occurs, are given m 
Table 3.
Figures 1(a) and (b) show the variation of natural 
loganthm of (<5 (cos0)50)and natural logarithm of average
Hurst components starting from H = 0.3 to / /  = 0.7 by value of factorial moments of order q { q  = 2, . ..5) for bin 
steps of 0.1 and lor / /  = 1 in bin region 2-30 for ‘^’Mg- range 2<M  <30 for / /  = 10 and / /  = 0 3 respectively 
AgBr interactions. In order to find the partition condition The error bars denote the statistical errors Figure 2(a,b,c) 
at which the anisotropic behavior is best revealed, we show the same for bin ranges 2 < M < I5 , 10< A /<20 
have perlormed the linear best fit and x ^  per degree of and 12<Af <25 re.spectively for H = 10 Similar variation 
freedom IS calculated. has been shown for bin region 15 < A /<30 m
Tabic 1. The vulues o( j ^ l d o f  in diricrcnl bins for <] -  2-5 for diflrrcnl Hursi cxponcnl // lor -■'Mg-Ai.'.Mr inlcrjclmns
H
Viilucs ol x 'td  V j
2 5 M S .10 2 S M £ 15 15 < M < 30 10 < M <  20 12 < M £ 25
0 2 1 70.5 1 475 0 07 H 0 524 0 057
1 1 soo 1 806 0 080 0 58 1 0 085
4 1 IIU 1 437 0 104 0 538 0 096
5 0 726 1 221 0 145 0 504 0 146
0 4 2 0 KK2 1 075 0 083 0 147 0 1 15
3 1 494 1 373 0 IKO 0 340 0 313
4 1 514 1 028 0 267 0 533 0 484
5 4 093 0 802 0 304 0 608 0 555
0 5 2 0 451 0 521 0 263 0 287 0 255
3 1 860 i 090 0 538 0 455 0 456
4 2 508 1 478 0 801 0 683 0 702
5 3 117 1 721 1 042 0 798 0 891
0 (i 2 0 697 0 758 0 200 0 252 0 201
3 1 737 1 872 0 410 0 512 0 441
4 2 546 3 016 0 574 0 877 0 647
.5 3 707 4 207 0 701 1 178 0 826
0 7 2 0 584 0 258 0 344 0 227 0 269
3 1 508 1 219 0 436 0 369 0 317
4 2 648 3 007 0 509 0 197 0 379
.5 4 097 5 076 0 500 0 416 0 334
1 U 2 0 448 0 155 0 256 0 113 0 090
3 J 286 0 740 0 095 0 153 0 130
4 2 044 1 922 0 097 0 221 0 159
5 2 939 3 897 0 081 0 206 0 148
For ‘■'Mg-AgBr interactions it is clear from the values 
that x~ per degree of freedom value is better at / /  < 1 
than H -  1 But the values do not fit so well as we 
confidently say that the fluctuation is self-affine So next 
we divide the full bin range into different sub-ranges and 
calculate P^r degree of freedom for each bin. Values of 
X" per degree of freedom are given in Table 1. The values 
of inlermitlency exponents, which is obtained from the, 
linear fits of the plots, in different bins for that value of
Figures 3(a,b) for W = 10 and H = 0.3 respectively
Figures are given for that value of H where self-affine 
or scif-similar behaviour i.s best revealed for that particular 
range of M.
From the analysis, it is observed that the fluctuation 
pattern of target fragments is different in different bins. U 
is highly interesting that the fragmentation process is 
self-affine (// = 0.3) in the bin 15 < A/ ^ 3 0 , whereas it is
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Table 2 The values of /"VJ o /  in (lilferen l bins fo r i 
TillL-ient Hurst cxponciu / /  for '\S-AgUr m lcraclions
q Values of ;^M.o f
6 < Af < 26 6 < Af ^ 16 16 5 M <5 26 10 < Af 5 20
0 469
1 163 
1 342 
0 168
0 635
1 436 
0 24 1
0 K49
1 810 
0 258 
0 889
2 33 5 
0 489 
0 972 
2 872 
0 272
0 649
1 709
0 224
1 109 
1 763 
0 110 
0 343 
0 836 
0 183 
0 256 
0 515 
0 188
0 829
1 867
0 489
1 034 
3 157 
0 223 
0 579
2 037
0 021 
0 016 
0 035 
0 047 
0 051 
0 125 
0 113 
0 123 
0 914
0 333
1 091 
3 01 1 
0 150 
0 850
2 723 
0 258 
0 541 
0 999
0 039 
0 119 
0 327 
0 073 
0 284 
0 568 
0 295
0 5 39
1 412 
0 181
0 292
1 227
0 789
1 265 
3 361 
0 366 
0 465 
0 65 1
sdl-Minilai in the bins 2 < M < 15.10 < M  < 20 and 
12< jW < 2 5 . The values of are diricrent for bins 
2 I M  < ’}{), 2 < M < \5  and 1 5 < M < 3 0  However, il is 
iilenlical for bins 10< M  < 2 0  and \2< M  <25
riuis, we can conclude lhal the nuclualion pattern of 
laigel liagmcnls for ' “^ Mg-AgBr inteiaetions at 4 5 AGcV 
IS stalc-dcpcndcnl though the strength of the fluctuation 
docs not vaiy widely in the dilfcient bin icgions
Similar analysis was performed in case of ^*S--AgBr 
interactions
Wc have p lo tted -In (co s0 )(?0 ^  along horizontal 
axis and ln<F,^> along vertical axis for c/ = 2 -4  for 
dillcrent Hurst components starting from //  = 0 3 to / /  = 
0 7 by steps of 0 .1 and for H = 1.0 in bin region
I'igurc I. Plot ol lii</-,,> I'A -ln(i5(cosf/)a77) lor q = 2-5 for 
AgBr mlcratlions for (a) / / = ! ( )  and (b) W = 0 3 m bin range 2 i  M . 
^  30
6 < M < 2 6 , 6 < M < 1 6 . I6 < M < 2 6 , 10<A f<20
Linear best fit was performed and ; ^ /d o f  was calculated 
The slope of the .straight line gives the value of 
intcrmittency exponent Oq. The values of }f/do,f arc 
specified in Tabic 2. Figures 4(a,b), 5, 6 give the plot of
Table 3 The values of a,, in diffcrcnl bin regions for lhal puriicular value of H ul which self-similunly or self'alfmily occurs for ‘^Mg-AgBr
iiilcraciions
9 Values of
2 < A-/ < 30 
« .=  1 0
2 £ Af < 15 
H =
15 < Af s: 30 
H = 0 3
10 5 Af S 20 
W = 1 0
12 5 A/ < 25 
H = 1 0
2 0 63 ± 0  01 0 60 ± 0 01 0 80 ± 0 02 0 68 ± 0.01 0 68 ± 0 01
3 151 ± 0 02 1 38 ± 0.02 1 72 ± 0.04 1 64 ± 0 04 1 66 ± 0 03
4 2 42 ± 0 04 2 19 ± 0 06 2 40 ± 0 07 2 64 ± 0 06 2 70 ± 0 05
5 3 31 ± 0 06 2 96 ± 0 10 2 82 ± 0 11 3 66 ± 0.08 3 76 ± 0 06
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-ln(tt(COBD)B<i)
(h)
4fl 48 50 52 54 SS SB 60 B2 84 86 68
-ln(h(coB0)fi4)
( tl )
FiKure 2. Plot nl 
AgBr micruciiuiis 
i  20 and (c) 12 S
ln<F,> v» 
for W = 1 0 
M < 2 5
-ln (^(cos^J6 l) for q = 2-5 for ” Mg -  
in bin rungc (u) 2 S M ^ 30, (b) 10 ^ M
-ln(s(coso)B4i)
(h)
Figure 3. Plot of ln<f-^> - I i i ( J(cosf7)(y0) for q = 2-5 for *'*Mg -
AgBr interactions for (a) H = I 0 and (b) ^  = 0 3 m bin range 15 ^  M 
i  30
ln<F,^> -  lii(tycos0^j for those values of H for w hich j
self-aflmity or self-similarity (// = 10) is observed in the j 
bins 6 < M < 2 6 , 6 < M < \6 ,  16<Af <26. IO <A /^20, 
respectively
We observe that for bins 6 < Af < 26, the fluctuation 
pattern is self-affine with Hurst exponent H = 04, for bins 
6 < M < \6 ,  fluctuation pattern is self-affine with Hurst 
exponent H = 0.5, whereas for bins 16<Af <26 and 
10<M < 20 , fluctuation pattern is sclf-affme with Hurst 
exponent H = 0.3. For '^‘Mg-AgBr interactions, the fluc­
tuation pattern is self-similar in most of the bins while 
self-affine in only one bin region whereas for ^^S-AgBr
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F ig u re  5. PIol o( ln<F^> vr -In(<y(coi6>)J^) for for ” ^S-AgBr 
inleraciion<i for / /  = 0 3 in bin range 16 ^ Af £ 26
-ln(fi(coso)fi^ )
(b)
Figure 4. PIol of lu<F^> vs -In(<?(cos0)<y0) for ’^^S-AgBr inieraclionit 
lor (a) H = 0,4 in bin range 6 S Af S 26. (b) / /  = 0 5 in bin range 6 S A/ 
16
inleractions, the fluctuation pattern is self-affine in all the 
I considered bin regions.
The values of in different bins for that value of H 
jwhere self-affinity occurs, arc given in Table 4. Unlike the 
[Case of '^‘Mg-AgBr interactions at 4.5 AGeV, the intermit- 
y exponent or,^  varies widely in the different bin 
regions We also find that the values of are higher in 
he case of ’^S-AgBr interactions. Thus, the fluctuation 
saltern of target fragments for ^^S-AgBr interactions at 
200 AGeV IS scale-dependent too and the dependence is
F ig u re  6. PIol of ln<F^> vs -\n iS {co sO )S 0 )  for for ” ^S-AgDr 
inlcraclions for / /  s  0 3 in bin runge \0 S M i  20.
Table 4. The values of in diffcrcnl bin regions for that punicular 
value of H  al which sclf-himilanly or self-affiniiy occurs for ^^S-AgBr 
inieraclions
Values of a^
6 i M i  26 6 S A/ $ 16 16 S Af ^ 26 10 £ Af £ 20
W*=0.4 H  = 0.5 « = 03 «  = 0,3
2 0 250 ± 0 019 0 127 ± 0 030 0.575 ± 0,043 0 496 ± 0.029
3 1.099 ± 0 1 12 0 471 ± 0 129 2 189 ± C 0S9 2 893 ± 0 149
4 1.971 1 0 204 0.826 ± 0 236 3.309 ± 0 143 5 163 ± 0 296
more pronounced in this case compared to ^Mg-AgBr 
interactions at 4.5 AGeV.
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The conclusion is highly interesting. One observes 
that for ‘^*Mg-AgBr interaction at 4.5 AGeV in the bin 
range 2<M  <30 fluctuation pattern appears to be neither 
self-similar nor sclf-uffine whereas in smaller bins, it is 
cither self similar oi sell affine. The scenario is altogether 
different at ultra-ielalivistic energies In case of 
initialed interaction al 200 AGeV in all bins, sclf-affimty is 
evident and deg/ec of anisotropy appears to be different
Thus, this analysis reveals a very interesting feature 
of particle production in nuclear collisions •
(i) The fluctuation pattern for target fragments is scale 
(bin)-dcpciulcnl both at relativistic and 
iillrarelalivislic energies
(ii) With increase in the projectile encigy, the 
fluctuation pattern lends to heceme sclf-afTine rather 
than sell-similar
(ill) The strength of the fluctuation and also the scale 
(bin)-dependencc is more pronounced at ultia- 
relativislic energy
The possible physical picture one can draw from this 
paper, is that the evaporation model fails to explain the 
angular distribution of the target fragments. Another 
important finding as revealed by the experiment is the 
target emission process appears to be beam energy- 
dependent Al lower energy, target emission seems to be 
self-similar in almost all scales (isoliopic phase space) 
whereas at considerable higher energy emission process 
becomes totally self-af/ine (anisotropic phase space) 
Further, highei energy causes mo-e target excitation 
revealing more anisotropic phase-space
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